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the politics of economic liberalization - the politics of economic liberalization: argentina and brazil in
comparative perspective robert a. packenham working paper #206 - april 1994 robert packenham is professor of
political science at stanford university. the globalization of politics - springer - for the contemporary citizen
politics remains, as it has always been, essentially a national preoccupation: struggle for power and influence
undertaken within the arena of national state. elections and democratization in authoritarian regimes elections and democratization in authoritarian regimes ... propositions are tested using a comprehensive dataset of
elections in authoritarian regimes from 1990 to 2007. results support two core claims: that the effect of electoral
pressure is conditional on the type of authoritar- ianism and that this greater vulnerability to pressure is the reason
why competitive authoritarian elections are ... globalization and african political economy: the nigerian ... - an
interdisciplinary term, globalization sits squarely at the interface between politics and the economy. its dominant
form has come to be known by many names: corporate globalization, the politics of the globalization backlash:
sources and ... - the politics of the globalization backlash: sources and implications . jeffry frieden . harvard
university . december 2017 . prepared for presentation at the annual meetings of the american economics
globalization checkmated? political and geopolitical - referendum, the election of president trump, and the rise
of anti-euro populist political parties in italy. such events have the potential to cause financial disruptions that
trigger broader economic dislocation, which in turn could further aggravate political conditions. in effect, we have
moved to a world in which politics has become an important potential economic detonator. the rise of ... central
bank, government, and the politics of financial ... - the politics of financial liberalization this and the following
chapter examine the evolution and politics of greek financial liberalization, which spanned from the second half of
the 1980s through the first half of the 1990s (appendix 3).1 main attention is devoted to the domestic protagonist
of that process, the bank of greece (bog). this chapter focuses on the boggovernment relations ... korea
journal of population and development - politics in south korea was undermined by the very success of its
industrialization policy, it argu~s that the recent political liberalization of south korea resulted from popular
pressures applied to the authoritarian regime. the role of political ideas in multi-party elections in ... liberalization and politics: the 1990 elections in tanzania (dar es salaam, 2004), 13443. 13 goÃ‚Â¨ran
hydeÃ‚Â´n, beyond ujamaa in tanzania: underdevelopment and the uncaptured peasantry (berkeley, california,
1980); samoff, Ã¢Â€Â˜single-party competitive elections in tanzaniaÃ¢Â€Â™. politics and local economic
growth: evidence from india - text is state politics in post-liberalization india, where we can study the economic
impacts of a large number of staggered elections in a domain with political institu- tions and data collection
methodology held constant. political theatre and electoral fortunes in taiwanÃ¢Â€Â™s multi ... introduction: political theatre and electoral fortunes in taiwan after forty years of martial law taiwan held its first
full democratic election that had the potential to change the balance of power in 1991. the sweeping away of
restrictions on opposition parties and freedom of speech, and the liberalization of taiwanÃ¢Â€Â™s media created
a radically new electoral environment, in which ...
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